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Abstract. Simulation results of thermal processes produced in bare SM optical fiber
under longitudinal mechanical stress and heated with a source moving along it are
presented. The purpose of this analysis was to study the thermal processes developed
in the fiber during transforming into an optical microfiber-optic fiber nanowire.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Optical microfibers have attracted growing interest as components for
photonic devices and integrated photonic systems dedicated to a vast domain of
research, medical, industrial and security applications [1–4]. Optical microfibers
are come under different names for instance tapered fibers (fiber tapers),
subwavelength wires, micro-/nanowires, sub-micron diameter fibers, microfibers
and nanofibers. They can be manufactured starting from single-mode fibers or bulk
glass [5]. Optical microfibers have diameters are in the range of several tens of
nanometers to several microns. Optical microfibers have many unique
characteristics such as strong evanescent field, flexible, high nonlinearity, high
configurability, and controllable dispersion. Low-loss microfibers has opened up
new opportunities for various micro-photonic devices including micro-resonators,
fiber couplers [2], and industrial sensors [3, 4] using microfibers. Bi-conical
tapered fibers (Fig. 1) that preserve their low loss connection with the original
single mode fibers (SMF) provide the greatest advantage of achieving low-loss
micro-photonic devices. In the category micro/nano photonic devices are included
also the single conical tapered fibers. Optical microfibers have performance
comparable with the ones of optical planar waveguides [5]. As a functional
photonic component, microfiber structures can be operated in the form of loop,
knot and coil, with unique optical quality. A microfiber loop resonator (MLR) can
reach a Q-factor of 120,000 [6]. Optical microfibers have applications including
optical communications, laser systems [7], optical signal processing [8, 9],
spectroscopy, industrial sensors for temperature, refractive index, chemistry,
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biomedical and pressure. An application which has been commercially available
for decades based on the use of optical microfiber consists in optical fiber couplers.
When two microfibers are put in close contact, the strong evanescent fields of these
two microfibers allow exchange of energy between them. Splitting or combining of
light power can be realized in fibers using fiber couplers. The same mechanism is
involved in many other optical microfiber devices such as microfiber loop
resonator (MLR) [10, 11], microfiber coil resonator (MCR) [5, 12–14], microfiber
knot resonator (MKR) [1, 3, 15], reef knot microfiber resonator as an add/drop
filter [16], microfiber Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MMZI) [17, 18], microfiber
loop mirror [19], miniature lasers [6, 20], optical filters [16, 21] and dispersion
compensating [22, 23]. The most useful characteristic of optical microfibers that
makes them ultra-sensitive to ambient media is their strong evanescent field.
However, it is difficult to exploit this property without integrating them with
external interferometry or making optical microfibers as parts of interferometer or
resonator configurations.
A schematic representation of a bi-conical optical microfiber (OMF) is
presented in Fig. 1. As it is represented, an optical microfiber consists into a
modified segment of a single mode (SM) fiber. It has a Down-taper, a Waist and an
Up-taper. Along the Down-taper, the initial cladding diameter of usually/standard
125 μm is lowered 10–50 times down to the Waist diameter of 0.5–1.0 μm. The
Waist has a constant diameter. After that, along the Up-taper, the OMF diameter
increase up to the SM initial 125 μm diameter. Along the Down-taper and Uptaper, the OMF diameter varies with displacement along the fiber approximately as
a slow exponential law. Usually, because of ease of fabrication and exploitation
reasons the Down-taper and Up-taper are symmetric, with the same length which
can be several tenths up to 1000 time longer than the Waist length. The Waist
length is usually not longer than 5–7 mm.
Downtaper

Uptaper

Waist

Fig. 1 – Schematic representation of OMF shape. The initial fiber diameter is connected
to the waist section via two symmetric tapers.

Since their first experimental application, OMF have been manufactured
using various techniques: laser ablation [24], sapphire tube micro furnace with the
SM fiber introduced in it and heated with CO2 laser [25], electron beam
lithography [26], vapor–liquid–solid techniques [27], and fiber pulling [28, 29] or
direct draw from bulk glasses [30]. Among those methods, the flame heating
technique has proven to be the best method as it can produce microfiber with the
best physical properties [28, 31]. In this paper, simulation results obtained
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considering the most used microfiber fabrication techniques, namely flame
brushing technique [31] are presented. However, flame brushing technique appears
to be the major technique used in the fabrication of tapered fiber.
The simulation results presented in this paper were obtained with the purpose
of improving the designs of OMF fabrication installation and of sensing devices
based on optical microfibers use. The simulation procedure is aiming to regular SM
optic fibers which can be thermally processed into OMF/OFN by applying in a PC
controlled procedure a necessary amount of energy obtained from a heat brush. The
main purpose of the accomplished preliminary analysis of thermal processes
produced into a SM optic fiber when transforming it into an optic fiber nanowire.
The analysis consists in generating two types of output files: one formed by
coordinate pairs, referring to the hot zone (the future Waist, the position on the
optic fiber axes and the optic fiber diameter and the other (which are not presented)
formed by numerical, binary instruction codes to be inscribed into the memory of a
microcontroller which, has the role to coordinate the relative positions of the
processed optic fiber and the thermal energy source.

2. OPTICAL MICROFIBER CHARACTERISTICS

The increasing number of OMF’s various applications results from their
optical properties, which are due to an important feature of their geometric
structure, which consists in keeping constant the ratio of cladding and core
diameters along the input and output initial SM fibers, the Down-taper, the Uptaper and the Waist. Due to the small cross section of the OMF Waist (Fig. 1) about
50 % or more of power guided through it propagates outside the physical boundary
of the OMF as an evanescent field. This evanescent field can be accessed rather
easily for experiments and offers high light sensitivity because of the strong spatial
confinement. Regular optical fiber main characteristic – weakly guiding caused by
the low differences between the values of core and clad refractive index losses its
significance in the Waist and tapers segments of an OMF. The field energy of the
fundamental transverse fiber mode (HE11) propagates in the core of the fiber and
only hardly extends into the cladding. In the Waist and tapers of an OMF the field
energy can be confined into the core because of its diameter smaller than the
propagating light wavelength and, as a consequence is guided by the boundary of
fiber cladding and surrounding medium, usually air. As a consequence, the weak
guidance changes to strong guidance because of the orders of magnitude larger
relative refractive indexes difference between cladding and surrounding medium.
Coming to this point it is important to mention the most important OMF
theoretical clue, due to which its increasing number of application is possible. This
theoretical clue is the adiabaticity criteria [32] according to which the power of
fundamental mode in the SMF is conserved as much as possible during propagation
through OMF tapers of varying radius by preventing the mode-interaction between
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it with the higher order modes. Adiabatic tapered fibers can be fabricated by
ensuring the shape of tapered fiber fulfills the adiabaticity criteria. For short, higher
order modes will be suppressed when entering taper waists of small radii and they
lose power. Therefore, adiabaticity is crucially important when it comes to
fabrication of single-mode OMF and will be the subject of a future paper.
OMF offers another important property which is the large evanescent field.
The variation of mode field diameter (MFD) in the varying tapered fiber diameter
was discussed by Love [33]. In a conventional SMF, the fundamental mode field
can be described with a fair approximation by Gaussian distribution where a
significant large fraction of field power is confined within the core of fiber and a
small fraction of modal power is in the cladding near to the core-cladding
boundary. The MFD is that at which the power of the field 1/e2 of maximum
intensity of the mode. MFD has a strong dependency on the diameter and
numerical aperture (NA) of the tapered fiber. Their relationship can be well-related
through V number as given by

V=

2πρNA
,
λ

(1)

where ρ is the core/cladding radius of the tapered fiber. In Chapter 4, the results
obtained regarding the MFD variation will be presented.

3. OPTIC FIBER TAPERING MODEL

For further investigation the fiber is assumed to have a hot zone of constant
length L. In this zone the viscosity of the fiber is assumed to be uniform and
significantly lower than in the rest of the considered fiber. This reflects the strong
temperature dependence of fused silica viscosity. Let the initial fiber diameter
along the hot zone be D0. For the infinitesimal elongation δx and the resulting
negative change in fiber diameter δD, the conservation of mass can be expressed as
π 2
π
2
D0 L = ( D0 + δD ) ( L + δx ) .
4
4

(2)

It comes to application when the bare fiber material is locally heated and the
viscosity lowers so that it allows deformation. The latter is introduced by a
symmetric pulling force. It acts on the fiber ends along their axis and thus causes
the fiber diameter to shrink in the hot section. Effects of thermal expansion or
evaporation of the optic fiber constituent material, fused silica, can be neglected.
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Optical fiber
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Fig. 2 – Schematic representation of the analyzed process. Tapering of the optical fiber by pulling the
ends apart while the fiber material is locally heated by a thermal energy source.

The optic fiber elongations, δx, and the resulting negative change in fiber
diameter, δD, are considered as infinitesimal. As a consequence, only linear terms
are considered after expanding the previous equation. The resulting differential
equation is
dD
D
=− .
(3)
dx
2L
For this simple differential equation, the initial fiber diameter is defined as
the initial condition:

D0 = D ( x = 0 ) .

(4)

The integration of the above differential equations yields:
⎛ x ⎞
D ( x ) = D0 exp ⎜ −
⎟.
⎝ 2L ⎠

(5)

The optic fiber elongation, δx, and the resulting negative change in fiber
diameter, δD, are considered as infinitesimal. As a consequence, only linear terms
are considered after expanding the previous equation. The resulting differential
equation is.
So, the idea of simple fiber pulling leads to a very limited variety of possible
shapes of OMFs. Any waist diameter can be reached by selecting the fiber
elongation x accordingly. But the resulting taper shape is always exponential for a
constant hot fiber zone L. This is because with every elementary elongation step
the current fiber diameter is pulled out of the hot zone. An exponential taper is
obtained. Consequently, in the approach of simple fiber pulling either the length of
the waist or that of the taper can be considered as a degree of freedom. The length
of the OMF waist equals the length of the hot fiber zone. Once the final elongation
is reached, the hot zone is the only section of constant diameter. The developed
model allows the use a previous experience in simulation of laser material microprocessing [34, 35] and design of fiber optic sensors dedicated to specified
applications [36–41] for improved design of OMF sensors.
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4. SIMULATION RESULTS

The simulation process was performed into two stages. The presented results
were obtained considering the heat brush as the OMF manufacturing technique.
The first one consists in evaluation of light propagation through OMF parameters.
The results obtained in the first stage allow the definition of OMF shape
specification (mainly the Waist and tapers lengths) which is imposed by a
previously designated application. The second stage consists in an evaluation of
OMF shape and other parameters of interest and of heat brush passes over the
Waist segment.
Figures 3–5 show the variation plot of absolute fiber mode spot size vs. the
V number of a tapered fiber for light propagation at wavelengths 633 nm, 1064 nm
and 1550 nm and considering an initial SMF diameter of 8.4 µm. For all three
wavelengths, the absolute fiber mode spot variations versus V number have the
same characteristics. As seen in Figs. 3–5, the MFD is decreasing with the
decreasing core diameter and it reaches its minimum at Vcore ≈ 2. As the radius of
the fiber continues to decrease, the diffraction effect begins to dominate and the
MFD begins to increase. Until certain point where the effective index of the
fundamental mode in the fiber core is equivalent to that of cladding, the confining
effect has countered the effect of diffraction and the MFD is decreasing again.
Starting from this point, the light in the fiber is guided by air-cladding interface and
the effect of the core can be neglected. The MFD reaches the minimum again when
Vcladding ≈ 2. The nonlinear effect is optimum at this point because of the strong
confinement of light intensity within this tapered fiber. The MFD is increasing
monotonically with decreasing cladding diameter. The mode field spreads out of
the cladding of the fiber forming the fiber evanescent field. Typically, stronger
evanescent field can be achieved with a tapered fiber of smaller radius and the
power in the evanescent field can reach as much as 90% of the total power.

Fig. 3 – Variation of absolute fiber mode spot size vs. the V number of a tapered fiber at 633 nm.
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Fig. 4 – Variation of absolute fiber mode spot size vs. the V number of a tapered fiber at 1064 nm.

Fig. 5 – Variation of absolute fiber mode spot size vs. the V number of a tapered fiber at 1550 nm.

It is worth to be noticed that the confinement of light power within micro-/
nanofiber decreases with decreasing diameter which results to strong evanescent
field. This effect is wavelength dependent and the longer wavelength has stronger
evanescent field.
Figures 6–10 present the simulation results obtained using the optic fiber
tapering model, more precisely the equations (2–5) which define the developed
simulation model. The simulations were obtained in the case of a silica glass SM
fiber having a core diameter of 11.2 μm and an initial cladding fiber diameter of
125 µm. The final parameters were: 0.35 µm waist diameter and 7500 µm waist
length. The typical fiber elongation rate is considered to be about 100 µm/s. The
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averaged over an entire trip (including acceleration and deceleration) flame move
velocity is approximately 2.5 mm/s. The flame peak velocity is considered to be
less than 4 mm/s because of the heating time constant of the optical fiber. In
Figs. 6–10 the main parameters of interest for OMF fabrication process are
presented: correspondingly the fiber diameter versus OMF coordinate; hot zone
size versus taper coordinate; fiber elongation versus taper coordinate; hot zone size
(pulling process) versus taper coordinate; flame oscillations (pulling process)
versus fiber elongation.

Fig. 6 – Fiber profile. Variation of fiber diameter vs. coordinate along OMF.

Fig. 7 – Hot zone size as coordinate along taper is created. Variation of hot zone size
vs. coordinate along taper.
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Fig. 8 – Current fiber elongation when point on taper is created.
Variation of fiber elongation vs. coordinate along taper.

Fig. 9 – Hot zone size through pulling process. Variation of hot zone size vs. fiber elongation.

Fig. 10 – Heat Brush Oscillations – variation of heat position (flame position)
vs. fiber elongation during pulling.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The main purpose of the performed analysis consists in investigation of
thermal processes developed in the optic fiber during transforming into an optical
microfiber-optic fiber nanowire (OMF/OFN) and its optic parameters.
The results obtained in the first stage of the simulation (evaluation of light
propagation through OMF parameters allow the definition of OMF shape
specification (mainly the Waist and tapers lengths) which is imposed by a
previously designated application.
In the second stage (evaluation of OMF shape and other parameters of
interest and of heat brush passes over the Waist segment) the main parameters of
interest for OMF fabrication process are obtained: correspondingly the fiber
diameter versus OMF coordinate, hot zone size versus taper coordinate, fiber
elongation versus taper coordinate, hot zone size (pulling process) versus taper
coordinate, flame oscillations (pulling process) versus fiber elongation.
It was demonstrated the correlation between OMF/OFN heat source
necessary parameter specification and the optic fiber parameters to be obtained.
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